In non-Archimedean functional analysis the Dedekind completion ofa linearly ordered group of infinite rank is an important object, being the natural home for the norms ofvectors as well as oflinear operators. However the standard construction by cuts does not give the much needed actual description of the elements obtained. In this paper we consider a class of Hahn products, called rex (a an ordinal), whose rank is the order-type of a. We give an operational representation of every element of the Dedekind completion of such a group in terms of the supremum and infimum of its convex subgroups.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years a theory of Banach spaces over fields with a Krull valuation of infinite rank has been in constant development (see [5, 8] ). It started with the construction by Keller in [4] of what was called at that time a non-classical Hilbertian space (nowadays a Form Hilbert space). The crucial point was that the scalar field admitted a valuation with a value group G of infinite rank.
As the theory progressed, G#, the Dedekind completion of G became an important object. In order to obtain a satisfactory operator theory it is necessary to define their norm and the natural way is, for an operator A on the space E, that therefore (the semigroup) G# has to be considered. In addition, for any space E a non-Archimedean norm II . II:E ---+ G# can be defined; see [5] for an example in which the norm of every vector of an orthogonal base of E is the supremum of a convex subgroup. Interesting properties of G#-normed spaces are obtained in [10] .
Hahn products are specially suited as value groups for these non-Archimedean Banach spaces, thus a subclass of them was built in [7] . Let a be an ordinal, {G,8},Ika be a family of subgroups of the multiplicative group of the positive real numbers. A group Fa is a Hahn product with skeleton (a, G,8) , multiplicatively written and antilexicographically ordered. In that paper it was proved that the ordinal a gives information about the (ultra)metrizability of the field and the behaviour of its absolutely convex subsets. These properties were obtained from the special characteristics of the groups I'a and its convex subgroups, for instance, I'a is the union of a countable chain of convex subgroups if and only ifthe ordinal a has cofinality w.
Several completions of totally, partially or lattice ordered groups have been described in the literature [1] [2] [3] . But in every case, even when the completion is by the process of Dedekind cuts, the final object considered is again a group, extension of the first one. We stress the fact that if the rank of G is greater than I, then G# is only a semigroup since the supremum (infimum) of a convex subgroup cannot be invertible. And, as we have seen, for the Banach space theory, it is crucial that these elements should appear in the completion.
In this paper we obtain an explicit operational description of the elements of Notice that these operations coincide over G. Moreover, for all g E G and x E G#,
We will denote this common value by g x.
A unique extension of the inversion, called the antipode, can be defined over G#. It is a map w: G#~G# such that wow is the identity, w (t) = s whenever s, tare the supremum and infimum respectively of some convex subgroup Hand co (g x) = g-lw(x) for all g E G, x E G#. (See [6] , Theorem 1.4.8 for details.)
The convex hull of a subset A~G is In this paper we will work with a class of Hahn products, defined as I'ct in [7] . Their structure is the following.
Let a be an ordinal. For each fJ < a, let G fJ be a totally ordered group of rank l. The group I'ct associated to the family {G sl fJ <ct is defined by:
with componentwise multiplication and antilexicographical ordering.
If fEra» then the degree of f is deg(f) := max supp(f).
To every element b of GfJ we associate its characteristic function X(fJ.b) E I"ct, defined as
This function will be used several times in the proofs of the main theorems of this paper.
The convex subgroups of I'ct are easily described. Following Ribenboim's notation (see [9] ), we define for each fJ < a, the sets H; := {f E I'ct: deg(f) < fJ} In this section we characterize the completion r: in the case that the family {GfJ}B«:« contains only complete groups, that is to say, cyclic groups or isomorphic copies of the multiplicative group (0.00). We establish the main result of this section in Theorem 3.2. First, we will prove the following lemma which shows that for every totally ordered group, the orbits in C# of the supremum and infimum of convex subgroups are disjoint. 
Proof. We will use the following equalities derived the definition of the operations . and * (see [6] , Proposition 1.4.11). Assume i < j. (1) We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there are gl, g2 E C such that gl S; = gzs j and i < j. If it were the case that i = -00, then gi = g2Sj which implies that S j E C. This cannot be since j > -00 which implies S j f/-C. (see [6] , Proposition 1.4.12). When C is a group r a, this implies that r aSfi = I'atfi if and only if C f3 is a cyclic group (see [7] , Proposition 2.6).
The next theorem shows the principal result of this section, the characterization of the completion of the group I'a when the family {Cf3 }{3<a contains only complete groups. Th e first case, ex is a lim it ordinal , bears the weight of the proof. We shall fix an ordinal Ox and consider the set of the "ox-co ordinates" of the function s I Era such that I~x. There are three possib ilities to discuss, and it will show n that in any of them x has the pre scribed form. The second case, when ex is a successor ordinal , can then readily be reduced to one of the alternatives just discus sed . This completes the proof.
Let us then assume that ex is a limit ordinal, so that ra is an strictly increasing union of proper convex subgroups. In the other case, the set deg (A -) = {deg(j'): t' E A -} tends to ox, hence either sUPr~A -= s;x which implies x = X(ox,a)S;x or infr~A -= t;x which implies
a)t;x·
We finish the proof considering the case which I'a has a maximal proper convex subgroup H. That implies that ex is a successor ordinal, say a = y + 1. Given x E r~, if there exists a convex subgroup H such that x E conv r # H we proceed as the a above proof. Otherwise, we define Ox := y and necessarily Fx[oxJ is bounded above. Therefore, with exactly the same reasoning as in Cases 2 and 3 above, we obtain the statement of the theorem. D Theorem 3.2 shows that if all groups of the family {Gp}P<a are complete then every element of the completion of the associated group r a belongs to some orbit r aU, where u is the supremum or infimum of some convex subgroup H. We will use this result in the next section to describe the completion for an arbitrary r a. Let us examine the following example.
Example 3.3. In order to illustrate the case when ex is a limit ordinal, let us consider ex = co + w. Assume that every GP is a subgroup of the multiplicative group jR+, let A = {f Era: t?~X(w,2)}. If Gw is the cyclic group generated by 2, we are in case 3 and the supremum of A is s~. In fact, the degree of any g Era such that g > s~is at least w, hence g2 > X(w,2). If, on the other hand, Gca = jR+ then it is clear that sUPr:+w A = X(w.,J2)s~, an element of the group times the supremum of a limit convex subgroup.
THE COMPLETION OF fa. GENERAL CASE
In this section we characterize the completion r~when the family {Gp} P<a is an arbitrary family of totally ordered groups of rank 1. Let ex be an ordinal, {Gp}p<a and {Gp}p<a be two families of totally ordered groups of rank I such that GP~Gpfor all f3 < ex and let ra and r~be the groups associated with each family.
Note that there is a natural correspondence between the set of convex subgroups of I'a and r~, and since I'a can be canonically embedded in r~, we will assume that r,~r~. Clearly r is strictly increasing and reg) = g for all g Era. Furthermore, a straightforward proof shows that r(sf3*) = sp* and r(tf3*) = t p*. Therefore, r: can be considered as a subset of (r~)# and we can identify the supremum and infimum of all the convex subgroups. Nevertheless the next proposition shows that r: is not dense in (r~)#.
Remark. We also could have used the embedding a (x) = inf(['~l#{g Era: g ;?:x}. These two embeddings are different in general and this fact is the clue to show that r: is not dense in (r~)#. First we show the following proposition. Proof. We shall only consider the first statement, the proof of the second one follows the same lines . Let fJ < ex be such that Gf3 i= G'p, and let b E G~\ Gf3.
We consider the set ofall elements in r~that satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem Equality follows from the fact that X(f3,b)t p < X(f3 .b) in the order of (r~)#. 0
Recall that a set A is dense in a set X if a = sUPx{x E A : x~a} = infx{x E A: x ;?: a} for each a EX. Since the supremum of the set {g Era: g~f} is not equal to f we obtain the following corollary. (<Q>+, ') , and let f = (1 , .j2, I , . .. ) E r ;". We contend that the interval (fto, fso) in r ;" does not contain any element of r w ' In fact, such an element should have the form g = (a, b, I , .. .) for some a E Go and b E Q+. But clearly such a g does not belong to the interval.
The next theorem gives a complete description of the elements of (r~)#. (1) x = g u, with g Era and u the supremum or the infimum ofa convex subgroup.
(2) x = g XCfJ ,b)t'/J,for some g Era and 13 < a such that G f3 =1= G'p and b 1: G fJ· Proof. Let x E r:. Using the mapping r from r: in (r~)# previously defined, we may assume rae (r~l. Then x = fu, with f E r~and u the supremum or infimum of some (principal or limit) convex subgroup. This also includes the case It = 1, the supremum (and infimum) of the trivial subgroup H~*.
Note first that if f E r~\ ra there exist ordinals 13 < a such that f(f3) E G'p \ G f3 . Hence, each f E r~can be written as f = gf', where g Era, I ' E rã nd f'(deg(f')) E G~eg(j') \ Gdeg(f')' Let 80 := deg(f'). By the definition of r , we have fu = sup(r~)#{h Era : h~fu} = g sUP(r~)#{h Era: h :::;; I'u} . If f' E Stab(u), then x = gu, as we want. If that is not so, then by the above proposition, Therefore we have proven that every element x in the completion of r a either belongs to some orbit rau , where u is the supremum of some convex subgroup of r a , or u is the infimum of some convex subgroup H where r a / H is quasidense, or x belongs to some orbit raX(fJ ,b)t'/J, where GfJ is not a complete group (hence, G fJ is a countable dense subgroup of the multiplicative group (0, (0), and b ¢ G fJ.
